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INTRODUCTION 

Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry, Members of the Committee, thank you for the 

opportunity to testify today.  

Over the course of the last decade, I traveled all across the country, talking to thousands of 

people in big cities, small towns, and nearly every slice of America in between. And from these 

conversations, I have found that one aspect of life cuts across, interweaving these communities 

with seemingly little else in common—the fallout from extraordinary student debt. 

In townhalls across the Bible Belt, parents talk of struggling to put food on the table because 

their student loan payments consume entire paychecks.1  

In hearing rooms in Augusta, AARP members testify about how student debt leaves them 

without money for medicine or doctor visits.2  

In quiet corners amid hushed conversations, borrowers describe overcoming tremendous 

adversity to rebuild their lives—their homes, their jobs, their families—but still cannot escape 

the fallout of crippling student debt.3   

Sixty-thousand complaints tell the same story: borrowers who did everything right—went to 

school and took on debt to get the degree.4 Now, they are desperately trying to pay it back but 

are derailed at every turn.5   

And in each story, a common question: How could this happen to me after I did everything I was 

supposed to do?  

And the answer is one we are often unwilling to acknowledge—we encouraged millions of 

students to take on billions in debt. And then, to add insult to injury, we sent them into a market 

with a piecemeal consumer protection framework that buckled under the weight of this historic 

burden.  

This is the story of our nation’s student debt crisis. 

Despite the vitriol spewed in today’s political discourse, the student debt crisis did not stem from 

an entire generation’s personal failure.  
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Despite the social media screeds, the student debt crisis did not happen because 44 million 

Americans all lacked personal responsibility. 

To those who stood on the frontlines of crises past, these arguments carry a familiar echo. These 

are the same tired arguments that have been made in this same room every time Americans came 

together to demand economic justice.  

These arguments are as dangerous as they are wrong. 

It is dangerous to tout that student loan debt is “good debt,” just as it was dangerous to tout 

that home values would always rise in perpetuity and an investment in your house always paid 

off. 

It is wrong to claim that student loan borrowers are “better off” without consumer protections 

and oversight, just as it was wrong when those claims were made until the very moment the 

mortgage market crashed.  

You have heard these arguments, as have your predecessors, as have their predecessors. These 

arguments were wrong then, just as they are wrong now.  

And after a lifetime of listening to these arguments, it should come as no surprise that the people 

in those town halls are no longer buying it. The people in those hearing rooms don’t believe it. 

All across this country, people see how these arguments fuel a system that promised them the 

American Dream and then left them behind. They see how the priorities of the staunch 

proponents of the status quo push their children, their friends, and their neighbors, even further 

behind. 

THE STUDENT DEBT CRISIS 

While others might spend this critical moment debating what descriptive noun adequately 

conveys the true state of this market, this hearing recognizes that we are in a crisis.6 

Our country is in the midst of a student debt crisis. We must put aside the notion that simply 

because investment bankers are not lining the sidewalks of 7th Avenue while holding the 

contents of their desks in a box, that somehow this is not a crisis; that somehow our nation does 

not need to act.7  

Action should not be triggered only when a market is deemed “as systemically risky as subprime 

mortgage-backed securities.”8 The call to action lies in those townhalls and in those hushed 

conversations. It lies with the impact student debt is having on our neighbors and neighborhoods. 

It lies in the collective weight of $1.6 trillion in student loan debt.  

For individual borrowers and families, this impact is real and immediate.  

• The average student loan balance is now more than $33,000, a 60 percent increase from 

only a decade ago.9 Today, nearly eight million borrowers owe in excess of $50,000 in 

student debt.10  
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• Households are devoting an increasing share of their budgets to pay their student loans. 

In the last ten years, the share of household balance sheets consumed by student debt has 

more than doubled.11 

• Women make up half of all college students yet owe two-thirds of all outstanding student 

debt—totaling more than $900 billion.12 Not only do a disproportionate number of 

women take on student debt, but they take on greater amounts of debt. In 2016, women, 

on average, graduated from bachelor’s degree programs with 14 percent higher student 

debt balances than men.13  

• African-American and Latino students borrow at higher rates than their white peers—

data shows that more than 90 percent of African-American and 72 percent of Latino 

students take out loans to attend college, compared to 66 percent of white students.14 

Furthermore, communities of color borrow in greater amounts, regardless of school, 

sector or degree.15 One study found that at graduation, African-American borrowers owe 

nearly 45 percent more student debt than white borrowers, and the disparity will more 

than triple in the years that follow.16 

• Older Americans now comprise the fastest growing cohort of student loan borrowers. 

Outstanding student debt for borrowers over the age of 50 has increased by 512 percent 

in less than 15 years.17 Today, 8.4 million Americans over the age of 50 each owe, on 

average, more than $31,000 in student debt.18  

• Data now shows how student loan debt affects every aspect of a borrower’s financial life, 

and the ramifications last a lifetime. Student loan borrowers earn less income over their 

careers,19 accumulate less wealth,20 delay buying cars and homes,21 struggle to build good 

credit,22 and save less for retirement.23 

• And the impact spreads across their lives and families.24 We now know that student debt 

affects decisions about occupational choice and trajectory,25 continued education,26 and 

family formation.27  

And with this significant increase in debt burden, we also see a significant increase in distress. 

Last year, more than one million borrowers defaulted on a student loan.28 That is more than the 

population of every single one of your districts. Today, more than nine million borrowers are 

currently sitting in default.29 Among them, we find people from every walk of life, including 

servicemembers, senior citizens, and veterans.30  

Another three million borrowers are at least two payments behind.31 These are the defaults yet to 

come—borrowers we can expect the system to fail if we continue to tacitly accept the status quo.  

And the harm to these borrowers extends beyond the days past due, beyond the collection calls 

during dinner. These borrowers may struggle to find and keep jobs,32 to rent homes,33 and to 

maintain professional licenses.34 They may have wages garnished,35 tax refunds withheld,36 and 

Social Security benefits offset.37  
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But the student debt crisis does not end there. 

When you multiply the plight of individual student loan borrowers 44 million times, you see 

where student debt begins to shape our economy and society.38 Millions of Americans are 

experiencing the fallout of the student debt crisis. And the devastation ripples across their 

communities. 

• Data now shows how student debt inhibits the economic growth of our neighborhoods 

and communities. Student loan borrowers are less likely to start small businesses39 or 

purchase homes.40 In fact, student debt is directly responsible for 400,000 fewer home 

purchases by millennials since 2005.41 

• Studies are beginning to reveal the impact of student debt on public health. Research has 

already shown that foreclosure rates are linked to poorer health outcomes, including for 

preventable conditions, and we are now starting to see the same indicators in the student 

loan market.42 Student loan-related stress has been linked to poorer psychological 

functioning, higher levels of stress and anxiety, and may ultimately lead to higher 

healthcare costs across states and the country.43  

• Recent studies show that student loan borrowers are leaving America’s rural 

communities, choosing to pursue better economic outcomes in urban areas. The Federal 

Reserve found that, in fact, those with the most debt are the most likely to leave rural 

areas.44 And as those who remain behind struggle to pay their student debt, data shows 

they suffer worse credit outcomes and lower wages.45  

• Research now shows how student debt can be a driver for income inequality, perpetuating 

wealth gaps between and across generations.46 Students who are forced to finance their 

education through loans will begin their careers with fewer assets and divert more income 

to debt repayment than wealth accumulation.47 And as they progress through their 

professional lives, the gap remains.48  

• Student loan debt also fuels systemic racial disparities. Where the typical white family 

has more than four times the assets as African-American and Latino families with the 

same income, African-American and Latino students are forced to take on more debt to 

get the same education.49 These students then enter the workforce where systemic pay 

disparities force them to devote larger shares of their smaller paychecks to pay down 

debt, rather than build wealth.50 Additionally, data shows that after more than a decade 

into repayment, median debt balances for African-American female borrowers will 

increase by 13 percent, compared to a decrease of 44 percent for white male borrowers.51 

And then, when their children go to college, the cycle repeats itself. In numerous ways, 

student debt is both “a cause and a consequence of racial inequality.”52 

Like kerosene on a fire, student debt is driving the systemic economic and racial inequality that 

is tearing our communities apart and tearing our country apart. 
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THE STUDENT DEBT CRISIS IS A CONSUMER PROTECTION CRISIS 

But it is more than ballooning balances. It is more than the rippling repercussions. It is also the 

bullseye we have placed on the backs of 44.7 million people.53  

The student debt crisis is a consumer protection crisis.  

Regardless of where your presuppositions of blame for this crisis lie, we should all agree on one 

thing: if you are taking on debt to chase the American Dream, you should not be ripped off in the 

process.  

However, too many for too long have allowed predatory players to have near free reign to prey 

on the struggles of student loan borrowers. All across the market, we see:  

• Student loan servicers doling out millions in executive compensation while arguing that 

there is “no expectation” that they will work to help the very borrowers they are paid to 

serve;54 

• Private lenders with business practices that would make payday lenders blush, casually 

making non-dischargeable loans they know are going to fail;55   

• Banks setting up shop on campus to prey on students and leech overdraft fees from the 

financial aid of the most vulnerable;56   

• Social media companies driving revenue for investors by pushing scam ads that tout fake 

“student loan debt relief” to the most desperate borrowers;57   

• Companies existing solely to manipulate outcomes for the poorest-performing schools, 

and committing illegal practices that keep the spigot of taxpayer funds flowing;58  

• Debt collectors and collection lawyers manipulating the court system in order to garnish 

borrowers’ wages and destroy consumers’ credit;59 

• For-profit schools scouring homeless shelters in an effort to continue to feed at the trough 

of federal dollars;60 

• Fintech firms driving credit products that force today’s students to sign away tomorrow’s 

wages, leaving women and borrowers of color disparately impacted;61 and 

• Bankers slicing and dicing student debt into some of the worst financial instruments in 

Wall Street’s history.62 

All across the market, companies premise their business models on abusing student loan 

borrowers:  

Aequitas Capital Management.63 Berkeley College.64 Bridgepoint Education.65 Career Education 

Corporation.66 Citibank.67 Conduent.68 Corinthian Colleges.69 Discover Bank.70 Education 

Management Corporation.71 GC Services.72 iQor Holdings.73 Higher One.74 ITT Education 
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Services.75 National Collegiate Student Loan Trusts.76 Navient.77 PHEAA.78 Pioneer Credit 

Recovery.79 QuinStreet.80 Sallie Mae Bank.81 SoFi.82 Sunkey Publishing.83 Student Aid 

Institute.84 Transworld Systems.85 Victory Media.86 Wells Fargo Bank.87  

We must disabuse ourselves of the notion that we are merely dealing with outliers in an 

otherwise benevolent system, or that the problem is limited to one sector of schools.88 The 

problem spans the entire market. Throughout America, big banks and small scams hurt millions 

of borrowers at every single point of their financial lives—from the day a student receives her 

first bill until the day she pays off her last loan.  

Regulators,89 law enforcement officials,90 lawmakers,91 scholars,92 and consumer advocates93 

have all documented how student loan borrowers have less rights and fewer protections than 

exist in other markets. Because for too long, we have treated student loans as “something 

different,” and therefore have accepted the idea that student loan borrowers should be treated as 

“something different.” And for 44 million people, “something different” has meant something 

worse.  

When large financial services companies that drive borrowers to default are simultaneously 

taking victory laps after appearing on Fortune 500 lists, we know we must do better.94 

TIME FOR ACTION 

And that is where this Committee comes in.  

Because this is the Committee that has repeatedly taken a stand when consumers are getting 

ripped off.   

In 1968, following a boom in middle-class access to credit—often accompanied by deceptive 

interest calculations—this Committee stepped in to pass the Truth in Lending Act so that 

consumers could “compare more readily the various credit terms” and be protected against 

“inaccurate and unfair . . . practices.”95  

In 1970, acknowledging the risk to consumers that accompanies computer-aggregated data, this 

Committee stepped in to pass the Fair Credit Reporting Act to ensure “fairness, impartiality, and 

respect for consumers.”96 

In 1996, recognizing the scams that emerged following the oligopolization of the credit reporting 

market, this Committee stepped in to pass the Credit Repair Organizations Act so that consumers 

could “establish[] and maintain[] their credit worthiness” without being subjected to business 

practices that cause “financial hardship upon consumers.”97 

In 2009, following decades of deceptive and abusive practices in the credit card market, this 

Committee passed the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act in order to 

promote “fair and transparent practices.”98 

And a year later, when our nation was recovering from the largest financial collapse seen in 

generations, this Committee stepped up again to protect the American consumer by passing the 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.99 
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These efforts, along with so many others, worked. 

This Committee’s actions helped consumers avoid tens of billions of dollars in credit card 

fees.100 

This Committee’s actions kept tens of thousands of families in their homes.101 

This Committee’s actions have resulted in more than a billion dollars back to victims of housing 

discrimination.102  

In all of these instances, this Committee took decisive action on behalf of the American people. 

The 44 million Americans with student debt, and the millions more who are affected by it, need 

you to do the same.  

That is what this hearing is about. That is what the legislation before this Committee is about—

creating the protections and accountability that the millions of Americans who receive a student 

loan bill each month deserve.  

STUDENT LOAN BORROWERS NEED STRONG, ENFORCEABLE RULES OF THE ROAD  

Rampant breakdowns across the student loan market harm every type of borrower, with every 

type of loan, at every stage of repayment.103 Lost paperwork, mishandled payments, deceptive 

disclosures, and the routine denial of borrowers’ repayment rights all add up to billions of dollars 

in additional debt for millions of borrowers.104  

Law enforcement officials from coast to coast have documented how Navient’s forbearance 

steering practices have denied the most vulnerable borrowers their right to income-driven 

repayment, resulting in $4 billion in needless interest being added to their loans.105 State law 

enforcement have demanded justice for dedicated public servants who are being denied the 

promise that the federal government made to them—that if they served in their communities for 

a decade, they would have their student loans forgiven.106 And these examples only scratch the 

surface.  

Behind the billions of dollars and broken promises are student loan servicers—large consumer 

finance companies paid to manage this trillion-dollar market. 

And these problems will only get worse: The Department of Education estimates that over the 

next two years, at least 37 million borrower accounts will be transferred between loan 

companies.107 Over the next two decades, millions of borrowers will apply for loan forgiveness 

through income-driven repayment and Public Service Loan Forgiveness.108 Every year, hundreds 

of thousands of additional borrowers will be thrust into this broken system.109  

Through amendments to the Truth in Lending Act, this Committee reformed the credit card and 

mortgage markets,110 helping millions of Americans in the process. This Committee must use the 

same tools now to reform the student loan market—because millions more still need your help.  

And these protections will only be realized when they are enforceable by independent financial 

regulators, law enforcement officials, and most critically, borrowers themselves. Because 
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borrowers should not be reliant on the Department of Education—the self-described “largest 

special purpose consumer bank in the world”—to seek justice when wronged.111   

This Committee must also fight back against the political tactics of an administration that has 

prioritized special interests over student borrowers. It must prevent the CFPB’s current political 

leadership from defunding the critical work of policing the student loan market,112 and it must 

take steps to end the Department of Education’s obstruction of independent law enforcement.113  

PRIVATE STUDENT LOAN BORROWERS NEED BETTER PROTECTIONS 

For too long, the plight of private student loan borrowers has been overlooked and dismissed as 

an “insignificant” slice of the $1.6 trillion market. But that “insignificant” slice is a $140 billion 

market—larger than the payday loan market;114 larger than outstanding past-due medical debt.115 

Industry trade groups deceptively tout charge-off rates as the only measure of success, arguing 

that policymakers need not be concerned.116 And yet, as the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

noted just last month, real delinquency rates are “higher than what are published by lenders,” 

because lenders can selectively remove charged-off balances.117 Even after this arbitrary cut-off 

date, lenders “continue to attempt to collect on these debts and consumers’ lives continue to be 

affected.”118 These industry talking points also do nothing to convey the myriad of ways in 

which this product can ruin the lives of struggling families.  

In many ways, private student loan borrowers are among the most in need of Committee action. 

We see this in consumer complaints—heartbreaking stories where borrowers take on this debt on 

the pathway to their future, but then tragedy strikes. A high-risk pregnancy leads to a lost 

paycheck. A child is born with special needs. A borrower becomes totally and permanently 

disabled. Despite what is touted in marketing materials, private student lenders have no statutory 

obligation to accommodate any of these borrowers.  

And these borrowers need help. Congress started this work in 2018, ensuring that in the event of 

a borrower’s death, her student loan will be discharged and a parent- or grandparent-cosigner 

will not be left with the bill.119 Now this Committee must extend those protections to borrowers 

who become disabled.  

But there is more work to do in this market. From the predatory lending tactics of for-profit 

schools to the origination of loans designed to fail, we have seen private student loan borrowers 

fall victim to illegal practices that lead to a lifetime of debt. However, for too long, the 

courthouse door has been locked shut when these borrowers sought justice. Just as this 

Committee banned mandatory arbitration provisions for consumers with certain mortgage 

loans,120 this Committee should do the same for private student loan borrowers.  

STUDENT LOAN BORROWERS NEED CONSISTENCY, ACCURACY, AND TRANSPARENCY IN CREDIT 

REPORTING 

Borrowers depend on the student loan industry for more than just sending bills and collecting 

payments. At the center of borrowers’ financial lives sits an opaque web of companies operating 

the nation’s credit reporting system. 
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When furnishing and reporting practices are premised on outdated and inconsistent policies, the 

fallout reverberates across a borrower’s entire financial life, impacting her ability to get a job, 

rent an apartment, or even open a bank account. Yet, for years, we have seen disturbing 

indicators of servicers’ inaccurate credit furnishing practices121 within an antiquated reporting 

system propagated by industry.122 The lack of consistency, accuracy, and transparency only serve 

to exacerbate the struggle faced by 44 million student loan borrowers.  

Like when two identical borrowers were treated differently when they tried to buy a home, 

simply because of which company serviced their student loans. Or when the use of outdated 

codes resulted in “harmful conclusions being drawn from [borrowers’] credit histories” simply 

because these companies refused to adapt to the modern student loan market.123 In this vacuum, 

industry has set new standards for itself—new guidelines that affect tens of millions of borrowers 

with no public input and no means to hold servicers and credit bureaus accountable when things 

go wrong.124 

This Committee must require student loan companies to accurately and consistently furnish the 

most basic loan information, including loan balances and servicing transfers. But more than that, 

borrowers deserve to be treated fairly when servicers place their loans into forbearance or 

income-driven repayment plans. And finally, when student loan companies drop the ball, 

endangering the financial futures of millions of Americans, they need to be held to account.  

PROTECTING BORROWERS HARDEST HIT BY THE STUDENT DEBT CRISIS 

There are now more than nine million borrowers in default on their student loans.125 And for the 

debt collectors that target them, this is big business.126 These companies chase fat government 

payouts at the expense of borrowers’ best interests by routinely providing inaccurate, misleading, 

or outright false information.127 The most vulnerable borrowers are left with extra fees and 

collection costs, often leading to a cycle of default that can last for years.128 This toxic mix of 

abuse and misaligned financial incentives drive federal contractors to extract payments from 

those in extreme financial distress, even when borrowers have a right to make no payment at all, 

or to qualify to have their debt cancelled outright.  

This Committee has an opportunity to right this wrong, halting harmful collection tactics and 

giving borrowers new tools under federal consumer law to hold collectors accountable. 

— 

  

This is the unfinished work of financial reform. This is the unwritten chapter that 44 million 

Americans need this Committee to write.   

CONCLUSION 

We cannot continue to ignore the trillion-dollar blackhole in our financial markets.  

We cannot continue to debate the right number of zeroes on a student loan bill without 

acknowledging the predatory players that keep them there. 
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We cannot continue to be lobbied into believing that the companies getting rich off of the misery 

of millions of Americans are not part of the problem. 

And that is why the work of this Committee is so important. 

As it has done time and again, this Committee must stand as the fierce defenders of American 

families. 

As it has done time and again, this Committee must protect those chasing the American Dream 

from those who seek only to prey on its pursuit.  

As it has done time and again, this Committee must act.  

Millions of Americans across this country need you to act. 

Thank you. 
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